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Dedication Page
Dedicated lovingly to you my reader. Like me you
have come to help usher in our so imminent and
final Golden Age on Earth. We are blessed.
Let us give thanks and walk this precious Earth
walk together.
Bless your heart. Bless your mind. Bless your
soul.
We are One.
Bless us all....
Russ Michael
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Preface by Author
There are definite immutable Laws of Nature
throughout creation. Once you understand and utilize
the 'magic' power of these Laws--those around you
who see the daily miracles you perform so effortlessly
and effectively will feel and think you live in a
wonderful world of magic.
They are right. When you know the real divine inner
"I Am" goddess or god being... who you really are-and what you decisively want to manifest within and
around you--there is nothing you cannot be, do or
have....
You can humbly say you are no more special or no
more 'magical' than he or she that holds you up so
high in a well-deserved--but highly glamorous--light.
You can tell them there was a time in your life when
you were blown about by seemingly every ill wind that
blew around you. It was only after you learned that
there really are no accidents in life or nature that you
made the decision to find out how to deliberately cocreate the kind of world you really wanted to live
in....Then the magic began. Tell them you now
understand the simple Lawful steps you needed to
take to bring on the daily miracles they see...and it will
be your joy and great delight to share the
understanding of these simple Eleven Magical Steps
with them.
You have learned to understand--and to love--the
Law.
What you hold to yourself you lose, while what you
give freely to yourself--and to others--you gain. As
you give and give and give you receive and receive
and receive. Your life and your personal world is
6

joyful--and magical--because you understand,
acknowledge and give the magic and joy of what and
who you really are...to yourself and to others so freely
Through your new understanding of the Law, you
now do what you want to do, you are who you want to
be, and you have what you want to have. A Law-fully
lived life is a really good life! Thank God!
Hold that uplifting thought and feeling and
now make-haste-slowly to take these simple potent-yet so very powerful--Eleven Magic Steps with me.
Most of all. Have fun!
Russ Michael
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Chapter 1
There is Nothing You
Cannot Be, Do or Have
This is a phrase you will find stated again and
again throughout most of my books. There is nothing
you cannot be, do or have. You only need to ASK-and through the sacred heritage of who and what you
are, your every request is granted at the moment it is
made....
To all appearances few--if any--of your desires
seem granted within minutes or hours. Yet at the
creative non-physical level--the source where all that
ever becomes physical must arise out of--God
Creator Source never fails to give you what you ask
for instantly.
Thankfully there is this 'magical' buffer we call time
that allows us to re-think or change so many of the
things we would later regret asking for. Otherwise,
literally your "thoughts could kill" and that would
be fatal to loved one, friends or strangers who walk
through your days on Earth with you. Your wish that
someone would "drop dead" just because they may
have slighted you--or offended your ego--would have
instant tragic or deadly 3-D consequences.
Instant manifestations are possible to those who
understand and work with the Law, as the Master
Jesus, or Buddha, Mohammad, Krishna, or other
known and unknown Masters of Wisdom have
done...and do. In time, you will have earned that
same holy or sacred privilege.....
For now, until you and I--and our beloved sentient
Earthly human sisters and brothers--have learned to
8

understand and foresee the effects of any instant
manifestations, time acts as a protective shield
around ourselves and those who would be directly
affected by what we have asked for and receive
instantly....
Give thanks that many of the positive--and
negative--thoughts and feelings you have expressed
against yourself or others are being withheld in
abeyance until you are ready to receive them or to
hold them in neutrality by a wise "Mother Time" or
"Father Time."
With this brief exploration into the Hall of Time-which will be amplified as we move forward step-bystep together--let's start off on our first well proven
magical step to manifest your own sweet personal
dreams of success.
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Chapter 2
Magic Step One
MAGIC STEP ONE: Self-Image! You must start
with a good self-image: Ask yourself how much love,
health, wealth, creative talent, etc. you are able to
accept? The honest answer to this question
establishes whether any of the following steps can yet
be taken.
Be true to yourself.
Make sure that this base--very first foundational
step--provides you with all the sure footing that is
necessary for you to take the easy remaining steps
that follow. You want your future to be based on hard
rock certainty and not on the shifting sands of a what
otherwise could be a quick end to your deepest
desires....
Though each and all of the Eleven Magic Steps
are uniquely important in their own right and principle,
without accepting and holding a good self-image it is
impossible to achieve and to hold any vestige of
success for any height, width, depth or length of time.
Do what you need to do to understand that you are
NOT your body, you are NOT your mind, you are
NOT your ego, or your feelings. Having thoughts and
feelings is like having eggs, toast and juice for
breakfast, no more, no less. You are NOT the eggs or
toast you eat, or the juice you drink, either. Nor are
you your mind. You can feed your mind with thoughts
and freeze your body with fear, or lift your feelings to
a high heaven of joy, but all of these thoughts and
feelings are not you?
10

Okay, then...what is this being you know or think
about as "I Am?" That who or what you are?. As soon
as you have the breakthrough of understanding that
God Creator Source created you as a perfect
holographic image of God Creator Source you will
gain a new, well-deserved high respect of your sacred
Daughter of God--or Son of God--"I Am" identity.
Who are you? You are a perfect extension or
expansion of God Creator Source. This is why you
are immortal. and can co-create endlessly. You
are eternally in a state of Oneness with God Creator
Source. There is no way you can be lesser than that!
You are a genuine Daughter of God or a genuine Son
of God. It is why a ever loving God Creator Source
gives you endlessly whatever you ask for...and
instantly.
Hold fast to that image and that thought!
Doesn't that feel good? Do you really want to
believe any false doctrine created--many centuries
ago--to control and enslave you... that declares you
are a worthless "sinner" lower than any worm in the
Earth? The Master Jesus, Buddha, Mohammad or
Krishna never said that. Jesus said clearly, "Know you
not that you are gods?"
Remember, a slave who thinks for himself, or who
knows his true worth can no longer be held a slave!
That old "programming" is now seen for what it was
and is, a tool to have full control over unthinking,
unquestioning masses on Earth.
For endless centuries almost all of us "bought into"
that negative programming. We were literally born into
it. No wonder most of us have never understood and
11

appreciated our own immense, grand self value, our
priceless sacred self-worth!
This is your starting point. The is Magic Step
One. Know who and what you are and that you are an
equal co-creator on Earth with any other human
sister or brother...and there is nothing you cannot be,
do or have....
After you have read this book through entirely,
return to this chapter and carefully understand and
follow these ELEVEN MAGIC STEPS to the pot of
gold at the end of your rainbow. Your dreams and
your successes are important to you. This is why I
assume you are reading this book.
If so allow no others to sway you from taking your
destiny into your own hands. You have as much right
to the infinite ABUNDANCE of life as anyone else in
the world.
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Chapter 3
Magic Step Two
MAGIC STEP TWO: Desire-Power. You must
desire success in a specific area so much that you
can taste it. This means if you make a list of the
things you want most in life you must know what
stands foremost; at the very supreme top of your list!
It was this Magic Step Two that catapulted me out
of a long time state of abject homeless poverty to
owning a home of my own in 6 months. When my
friend Jerry Hicks asked me what it was that I wanted
so much I could taste it, I immediately grabbed the
pen and pad from his hand and wrote down that I
wanted a home of my own in 6 months...at the top of
the list.
Six months later that--and desires number two and
three, that I wrote down on that pad, relative to this
first desire--were also my manifest 3-D reality within
a few months later.
All three desires--at the top of my list--were crossfired by a consciously realized mighty strong desirepower. It is why they came true so fast. It is why your
deep desires-- empowered with immense desirepower--will manifest for you so quickly, or surely, as
well.
So be it.
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THE SECRET SCIENCE OF WHITE MAGIC
"... An even greater paradox: Both white magician and
black magician use the exact same laws of nature to
accomplish their objectives...but only up to a certain
point. The reason is simple enough. Pure energy can
be used for good or bad. It contains no black or white
qualities within itself.... The time finally arrives when
the white magician forges ahead--transcending 3-D
laws, gaining wisdom and power--while the black
magician is damned by his own nature to remain
confined within the lower threefold spectrum of earthly
existence. The white magician gains deep insight and
mastery over the intuitive plane. Her or his power now
becomes profoundly greater than the black
magician's. The black sorcerer has severed himself
from his soul and has no means whereby he can tap
energy higher than the lower mental plane. He
remains limited to life and substance at physical,
emotional and lower mental levels. These three
planes of consciousness act literally as a confining
barrier to the black magician. He must remain within
this reduced spectrum of reference until the form of
which he is a part--in this case our planet Earth-Ascends or disintegrates. At that time he is reduced
back to primal nothingness... lost in the dark night of
time...."
Excerpt from The Secret Science of White Magic
By Russ Michael
Note from reader:
I just finished "The White Brotherhood" and almost
finished with "Meditation." Must say I am thoroughly
enjoying each of them. Send me catalog of all your
books, tapes, etc....put my name on your mailing list
for other items...I would like to know more about you
14

and your work.
NOTE: Obtain order info for this book at:
RussMichaelEbooks@gmail.com
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Chapter 4
Magic Step Three
MAGIC STEP THREE: Write It Down! Make your
thought concrete. This is the crucial step, for now
your thought-form begins its first downward step into
material reality. Here is where many individuals
fail. This physical act or motion galvanizes the
creative process into your own time-space
manifestation.
Do not just take my word for it. Just do it. Action
breeds action. It is the Law. The moment you take the
very obvious, very physical action of putting your
desire down in writing you ground--or anchor--your
valued desire securely upon Earth. So do it now.
My various books are loaded with stories of
people I know who failed to take this powerful
invocation step initially. Yet, when they questioned
why their dream had not yet come true, I reminded
them they needed to "put it in writing"...Yes, all of
them--that I knew about--soon manifested what
they wrote they so deeply desired.
You can do it too. Write it down.
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Chapter 5
Magic Step Four
MAGIC STEP FOUR: Give It Time. When will it
be? Here of course is where your faith--that key
essential ingredient for any manifestation of reality-comes into play. The time element is something only
you can determine. Someone else might have faith
that their dream will be a reality in three months while
you may feel it absolutely necessary to project a
whole year ahead, or you may feel that only a week is
needed to make your desire come true.
Only Adepts or Masters can have continual instant
manifestations at will. Read how they do it in my
eBook, "The Secret Science of White Magic."
For now please understand that your belief--or faith
factor--must be equal to the time factor you foresee
when your desire is physically manifest. Think it
through, do you think I could have--or would have-manifested a home of my own if I had chosen or
written down "in 3 months time?"
No way! I simply would NOT have believed it and
my dream would never have been backed up by any
inspiration or confident action.
Is that clearly understood?
If you need 5 years, choose 5 years. If you really
believe you can do it in a week, choose a week.
Different strokes for different folks is an old adage that
fits so perfectly here.
Be wise about this. Choose and aim for
manifestation of what you want--so much you can
17

taste it--within a time frame your conscious mind will
accept.
So be it.
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THE SECRET DOCTRINE OF
THE ANCIENT MYSTERIES
"... Where have the secret doctrines of the Ancient
MYSTERIES come from? Who formulated them, into
this immutable, unchangeable set of laws governing
every aspect of life in form? Countless human souls
gave their entire lifetimes to a constant quest after
truth! These persistent seekers became Adepts and
Masters of Wisdom...as they relentlessly pursued,
found, and utilized truth. These now consciously
sacred Holy Men and Holy Women pioneered the
Science of Life eons ago.
"... The ancient doctrines comprising the long held
secret MYSTERIES were formulated far back in the
distant night of time, long, long before our tiny planet
Earth came into existence. The knowledge about
these immovable laws of life and nature were handed
up by spoken word from generation to generation-from planet to planet, from sun to sun--until all the
Sons of the Suns of the Suns in the heavens--and
sentient humanoids upon the countless planetary
bodies like our earth--are today able to discover the
secret...or He or She--in their midst--who hold
the keys to the Kingdom....
Excerpt from The Secret Doctrine of The
Ancient MYSTERIES
by Russ Michael
A Workshop attendant wrote:
A huge thank you for a super terrific training
conference. The quality of the training...was the most
outstanding of any conference or seminar I've ever
attended.
19

Doors are opening for me on subtle levels...as I
examine my current belief systems and see the effect
they have been having on me.
It's a very interesting time.
NOTE: Obtain order info for this book at:
RussMichaelEbooks@gmail.com
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Chapter 6
Magic Step Five
MAGIC STEP FIVE: Bless It!
Bless your dream or vision. You must be willing to
accept personal--or group success--only if what you
desire will be a blessing to everyone involved...as it
becomes a reality in your life. Really now, would you
want your input in your co-creative drama of life on
Earth to bring agony and suffering to others? Of
course not! A conscious act of and a continual attitude
of blessing all others--and all things--is a most
important ingredient in your personal life formula for
ongoing success.
Being grateful for what you already have--and
newly receive--keeps firing you up with a passion and
joy of life like nothing else does. Bless each and
everyone you meet in each day of your life and those
blessings you give so freely will abound in and about
you at all times.
Blessing yourself and others--as well as events or
what you see in nature around you--is a magical way
of life. Resolve this day to personally BE a genuine,
ongoing blessing to each and all you meet from this
day forth...and watch the blessed miracles appear
around you. You can do it, I know.
Bless your soul. Bless your heart. Bless your
mind...and bless your resolve to be a daily blessing to
all other life forms upon our blessed Earth!
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Chapter 7
Magic Step Six
MAGIC STEP SIX: Visualize It. Spend five
minutes daily seeing and feeling your desire as a
future reality now. Your ability to envision yourself
successful in whatever areas that you desire will grow
with daily practice. This technique puts you in touch
with all the elements and forces of nature that will aid
you to make your dreams come true.
3-D manifestation is always a three-fold process.
You ASK, God Gives, and you work your way through
the time buffer zone through inspired visualization,
followed by inspired action....
Can you imagine an orange? Hold the image of it
in your mind for a few moments. Okay, you did it! Can
you imagine a tomato? Hold that image for a
while. You did it!
See, you do know how to see and hold an image.
Do not allow lower mind or ego to claim you do not
possess the power to image your future.
Now simply do the same kind of imagining
relative to your desire you want so much you can
taste it.
If it is for more money see yourself on a vacation
in Hawaii and walking up to a loved one, opening your
purse--or wallet--peeling off a handful of hundred
dollar bills--and hearing yourself say, "We are rich, my
dear. Here's an extra five hundred dollars to play
around with today."
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Or if you want a soul mate--so much you can taste
it--envision this beautiful human being looking into
your eyes with the eyes of love." Hear yourself say "I
am so happy you have finally come into my life."
Create whatever imaginative visions or
dialogues you wish. The Universe does not judge
what you imagine as non-physical. It treats whatever
you envision with as much due respect as any
physical object or being in your life.
Your imagination is yours to use. Use your
imagination and visualize what feels good to you....
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Chapter 8
Magic Step Seven
MAGIC STEP SEVEN: Cut The Cord.
Stop thinking about your desire after your five
minutes of meditating or contemplating it is over. So
many formulas for success fail to take this vital
severance ingredient into account. Just as the birth
cord is cut--between mother and child--so you and I
must cut loose our powerful thought-form to allow the
birth and free growth of our glorious new creation.
Your desire needs to come alive in its own
right. Failing to do this step is to invite disaster to your
goal of success. Thought follows energy and we can
easily be obsessed--or possessed by our desire--if we
do not let it go!
For some folks letting go...is one of the most
difficult concepts to understand and to practice. Here
is where your abiding trust in God Creator Source
must shine through.
Here is where a major "course correction" toward
your goal occurs. Here is where nature steps in.
Let nature do it.
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FINDING YOUR SOULMATE
"... In this end times age the conscious urge of soulmates to yearn and search ceaselessly for their
beloved counterparts grows daily. Memories from the
ancient past return to hold their enticing image before
us. Somewhere in the distant night of time, one
special someone meant more to our soul than any
other. This wondrous remembrance lifts our hearts
and turns our minds' gaze toward this one brilliant star
rising in the future heavens. Where, oh where, is our
soul-mate!"
"...When you find that particular ideal who meets the
high standards of your own soul, then you will find
and know your own soul-mate. The two are one.
Every soul-mate who comes into our life is there
because he or she has responded to the timely
invocation of our own soul. When we ask with firm
conviction and unswerving faith, then we shall be
given our desire. It is an occult law, that every
invocation must be met by an evocation. Every time
we lift our earthly matters up, we bring our spiritual
substance into worldly being. The God within us
becomes a living reality outside of us. Your ideal
does exist! May he or she unfold rapidly within your
present field of awareness ..."
Excerpt from Finding Your Soulmate
By Russ Michael
Reader wrote:
Thank you for autographing my copy of "Finding
Your Soul-Mate" ....the book was fascinating.
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My days....were filled with enlightenment. Your
lecture and books added tremendously to such. I
bought two books then and I want to order 3 more.

NOTE: Obtain order info for this book at:
RussMichaelEbooks@gmail.com
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Chapter 9
Magic Step Eight
MAGIC STEP EIGHT: Let Nature Do It. There
is no need for you and I to try to figure out how will
work out to make it be so?
Nature--in its own wisdom and infinite
abundance--can make our wildest, most seemingly
impossible dreams come true, and often so
effortlessly. Nature knows how to bring forth a
magical flow. Miracles will be soon seen and known.
Your focus on how it will come about, simply
jams up the works. You might imagine a few ways of
how your dream can come true, while the Universe-working with the Law of Attraction in and through all
nature around you--knows uncountable ways of
getting the job done at the exact right moment.
Remember, there are no accidents in nature.
Let your inner faith, combined with "good
works"--visualization and inspired decisive action-produce the speeded up and perfect end results you
desire.
How Nature Works
Perhaps one of the finest ways to describe
"how" Nature works is presented by God Creator
Source directly here now in one of the daily
"Heavenletters"--daily communications that God
Creator's steadfast scribe--Gloria Wendroff--has
received one of every day for the now past well
over 2,381 + days...
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Therefore, with dear Gloria's kind permission, I
include this appropriate HEAVENELETTER in this
booklet.
Do realize that I also faithfully include one of
these terrific Heavenletters in my "Michael Worldwide
Newsletter" that goes out to thousands of subscribers
worldwide daily.
After reading this one, you may wish to
subscribe directly with Gloria to receive her daily
Heavenletter, and if so--see the directions below of
how you may do that...
Heavenletters™, bringing earth closer to
Heaven.
God is always bringing us closer to Him
HEAVEN #2375 A Golden Waterfall, 27 May 2007
God said:
Opportunity is on your right, and opportunity is on
your left. You are surrounded by opportunity. You
may have to see opportunity several times before it
dawns on you what you have seen. Opportunity is
often a tiny bud, and you have to be wide-eyed to see
it. Be observant. Look for opportunity in every nook
and cranny. Look for a different vantage, and your
eyes will see what they have missed before. It was
always there, only you didn't see it. It was right in front
of you, and you walked right past it.
It is not true that opportunity knocks only once.
Opportunity knocks all the time. It's just that you have
to go to the door. You have to open it, and say,
"Welcome. Come right in."
28

Sometimes opportunity is dressed differently from the
way you thought it would be. It wasn't in disguise.
Rather, your expectation was too limited. Sometimes
opportunity comes to the back door, and you may
think its' too much trouble to get up. You won't even
hear it knocking until your mind is open, not closed.
You may have thought there was a draft at the door
when it was opportunity trying to catch your attention.
Sometimes something occurs that you see as a
downfall. You may feel you have lost something
when, in actuality, you are being presented with an
opportunity royale. If you lost your job, you feel this as
a blow when really it is more likely a snow plow
clearing the way for you. When you see a snow plow,
you don't see it as a loss. Why do you see what clears
the way for you as loss?
Pay attention to all the signs that life presents you
with. Beloveds, everything that is presented to you is
an opportunity. You are always presented with the
opportunity to grow. You are always being presented
with the opportunity to see in new light. You are
always being presented with the opportunity to see
from a new vantage. First, improve your vision, and
then your life will change dramatically.
Do not weigh every decision. Decisions cannot
always be made on the basis of logic. Logic doesn't
know enough. Or you ask the wrong question of it.
Remember when I told you that you were to watch for
opportunities to give? If a piece of paper appears on
the floor, it's for you to pick up. Opportunity is just like
that. It can be little. It doesn't have to be big. It doesn't
have to be perfect. It's there, all right, it's just that you
have to see it. Opportunity is always there.
Opportunity wants you to see it. It is there for you.
29

Beloveds, what opportunity do you want to see?
At the same time as opportunities like to surprise you,
they also like to be sought after. Opportunities are
often like apples on a tree. You have to reach up and
pluck them.
Or opportunities are like stars in the firmament, and
you have to look up at them and choose which one
you want to alight in your palm like a butterfly. Or
choose many! Let them spin around in your hand like
diamonds. Ah, that's it, beloveds. Mine for diamonds.
You are not mining for discouragement. You are not
mining for gravel nor for dust that will sift away.
Diamonds have light you can see through.
Opportunity does not have to present itself as solid
gold.
Let your opportunities be like molten gold. Let
opportunity flow like a golden waterfall that you slide
down joyously.
Gloria Wendroff, Overseer
The Godwriting™ International Society of Heaven
Ministries
703 E. Burlington Avenue, Fairfield, IA 52556
Visit www.heavenletters.org Subscribe to
Heavenletters by the hat! Although Heavenletters are
copyrighted, you are invited to share them, send them
to friends, add to your newsletter, use as a signature,
make bumper stickers, skywrite with them – whatever
you like, and please include the Source!
www.heavenletters.org. And, of course, do not charge
for them!
We love to have new readers come
to HeavenLetters through you.
END OF HEAVENLETTER
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NOTE: The beautiful metaphors expressed
through Gloria Wendroff certainly express clearly how
all Universal Laws, including the powerful, everpresent Law of Attraction works.
I repeat from another booklet of mine, "The Law
of Attraction is like an ultra, all-knowing personal
banker that knows exactly what you have deposited
into your own unique bank account of life. The Law of
Attraction stands ready--at any instant--to give you
exactly what you ASK to be drawn from your limitless
reservoir being held securely in your life bank. Now
let's seek to understand more clearly when you
receive what you withdraw from the infinite resources
you have stored "in escrow" in your personal life
bank."
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Chapter 10
Magic Step Nine
MAGIC STEP NINE: Build Your Faith.
Use all of the faith-building techniques available to
you to make your dreams come true. Use dream
suggestion, self-suggestion and whatever else
stimulates or pushes your I am excited "button." Work
internally to make your outer dream come true.
There are so many people on Earth today who
have done so many seemingly impossible things
across all walks of life. How did they do what they
did? How was it possible for meek and
humble Gandhi to free the whole nation of India
through peaceful passive resistance?
You can be assured that Gandhi was filled with a
faith that was un-stop-able.
How does a Nikola Tesla or a Walter Russell open
the doors of other dimensions or planes of reality to
bring forth extraordinary inventions or insights into
Laws of Creation that uplift and enlighten an entire
planet?
How does an Oprah Winfrey-or any former
unknown human figure--spring into international fame
and admiration worldwide in a few short decades?
All of the above had an invincible faith in their
ability to achieve their goals....You can do the same.
Read all of the "success" stories you can read,
view all of the videos or movies--like "The Secret"-that will lead you to a further and deeper
32

understanding of the vital role that your faith holds in
making your dreams come true.
Of course, I prompt you to include all of my own
self-help books, as well.
I do what I love and I love what I do.... When you
read my autobiography you will understand why &
how my death experience--at age 18--opened my
eyes and filled my body and being with a passion for
life that has never subsided.
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Chapter 11
Magic Step Ten
MAGIC STEP TEN: Be Intense!
The key to all phenomenal appearances is
intensity. Only a truly strong electric current can
ground your desire. A weak thought or a weak feeling
will not do it. Intense feelings and clear vivid images
will speed up making your new vision a
reality. Give your so tasteful and worthwhile new
dream all the energy you can gather and muster!
Here is a thought to ponder. How important is
your "want" power?
It may surprise you to discover that Intensity or
want is even more powerful than belief of faith. Yet, it
is so. If this shocks you, think again....
The perfect example--of the mighty power of
want--or sheer intensity is aptly revealed in the
following true story. This story is oft repeated. It is
about a petite mother who is alone and sees her child
thrown out of her car with the whole weight of the car
resting on the body of her--now seeming lifeless-child.
The intensity of her want --to save the life of her
child--is so strong that it bypasses any belief that she
cannot do it. Astoundingly she leaps into action and
lifts this massive car--weighing well over a ton--off her
child...so that her child is now free.
The astonished drivers who stopped to give
assistance could not believe their eyes. However, her
"impossible" feat not only demonstrated mother love,
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it shows so clearly how the power of want is greater
than a life-long strong belief she would be
unable to lift the entire weight of a car off of her child.
The thought or belief would have been totally
impossible. She would not have held a faith that she
could do such an astounding feat.
She did it because her want exceeded her belief.
She surpassed with ease her quality-- and quantity--of
personal faith...in being able to do it.
Can I say it strongly enough? Your power is
awesome.
Be intense!
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Chapter 12
Magic Step Eleven
MAGIC STEP ELEVEN: Preserve Silence....Do not
tell anyone about your dreams until they are well
grounded. Otherwise your loved ones--and friends, or
strangers--may destroy your fragile faith by their
innocent negativity.
Keep your dream to yourself. Hold it together
inside of you until the day that your deeply desired
dream becomes a physical reality. To reveal your
deeply desired vision before it manifests is to openly
court failure.
You know the Law. You choose the paths you
follow. You create your own reality--in the nonphysical or the physical. That is what free choice is
all about!
Therefore the last magic step--or commandment
toward you own wonderful and certain success-is...keep thy mouth shut!
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Chapter 13
All Eleven Magic Steps
MAGIC STEP ONE: Self-Image.
MAGIC STEP TWO: Desire-Power.
MAGIC STEP THREE: Write It Down.
MAGIC STEP FOUR: Give It Time.
MAGIC STEP FIVE: Bless It!
MAGIC STEP SIX: Visualize It.
MAGIC STEP SEVEN: Cut The Cord.
MAGIC STEP EIGHT: Let Nature Do It.
MAGIC STEP NINE: Build Your Faith.
MAGIC STEP TEN: Be Intense.
MAGIC STEP ELEVEN: Preserve Silence....
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Chapter 14
Summary

Just like the steps on a journey through life this
well-proven $UCCE$$ FORMULA contains all the
essential steps along the way to your own sweet
success.
Use your understanding and wisdom to commit to
taking all of these Eleven Magic Steps. Doing so can
bring you enduring and joyous success in any walk of
life you choose.
All eleven of these magic steps are so important
that a separate chapter--further explaining and
detailing each of the key points--is expanded upon in
my book, "The Proven $UCCE$$ FORMULA to
Wealth, Health & True Love."
There is nothing you cannot Be, DO or HAVE....
In addition to my best-seller--Finding Your
Soulmate--still selling in 12 languages, I have written
over 20 published self-help books and I invite you to
obtain and read them all....I have received thousands
of letters of gratitude from readers of my books or
grateful attendants of my workshops.
A few days ago I received this email from
someone who obtained and read my 360 page
autobiography.
Dear eBook reader--Carolyn Tester--had this to
say.... Bless her heart.
Autobiography of An IMMORTAL
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Carolyn Tester wrote:
I don't think I have ever enjoyed reading
anything as I am now doing with your
autobiography. I'm now beginning to read slower
and slower...as the end of it gets nearer...a habit I've
acquired when in a GOOD read.
Love to you and yours,
Carolyn Tester

\
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THE SYNTHESIS FOUNDATION
The Golden Age of space travel, computers and
super technology has dawned on Earth. Mankind has
collapsed time and space so that instant
communication between man and man, group and
group, nation and nation has become possible. A
growing concern for the individual and group rights of
human and our beloved animal species has arrived. If
one man suffers unduly, unjustly, the whole world
rises up rightly in just anger.
There is a vastly increasing concern for the welfare
of all forms of life on this planet. Scientist,
philosopher, religious community and common
woman or man all know today that constant effort is
needed to maintain the delicate ecological balance
between mineral, vegetable, animal and human
nature. All is well upon earth EXCEPT for the major
imbalance that exists between the material and
spiritual way of life. Mankind is now relatively a
technical and material giant, but only an unwise
spiritual midget. The thoughtless materialism of our
past and current dark cabal controllers could easily
destroy all earth life.
There is a great and tremendously pressing need
for a clear and acceptable definition between living
materially or spiritually. This definition must be
acceptable to all mankind to be effective.
Such a definition is now hereby advanced by The
Synthesis Foundation.
A) All levels of human, sub-human and superhuman life must also be included in any definition of
this plurality. The spiritual or material way must be
set upon the background of all planetary fields and
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forms of existence. Thus, a spiritual or material way
of life will become apparent, whether applied to
politics, religion, economics, social structures,
science, art, psychology, law, education or any other
walk of human life. Only then may such a definition
be acceptable to all individuals, groups, nations,
creeds and races upon earth. This definition must by
its very nature be simply, yet effectively, expressed so
the antithesis to it becomes immediately clear.
This kind of definition has now been evolved and
applies to all commerce of The Synthesis
Foundation. We encourage all individuals, groups,
nations, creeds, races, partnerships and corporate
structures to use this yardstick measured daily in the
light of their own internal and external affairs. So be it.
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By their fruits
...all on Earth will be known

A DEFINITION OF SPIRITUAL =Whatever:
1. Lifts
2. Unites
3. Frees
A DEFINITION OF MATERIAL =Whatever:
1. Lowers
2. Separates
3. Imprisons
B) It becomes apparent that this yardstick can be
applied to the actions, words, feelings and thoughts of
any individual, group, nation, creed, race, partnership
or corporate structure.
BY OUR FRUITS, all of us are known when this
yardstick is applied!
The old prophecy that the secrets will be shouted
from the rooftops makes great sense when this
yardstick is applied. Instant publication of our good or
bad deeds has already become possible at world
levels through our stupendous global communication
systems. Now merely a simple act of observation is
required to see if any particular entity lifts, unites and
frees by its action, words, feelings or thoughts--our
species' only four ways to express itself--or whether
that entity lowers, separates and imprisons others by
its commerce of activities. Thus, good and evil, light
and dark, are clearly known!
Ignorance allows for the misuse of power to
control, thus to imprison others to a way or style of
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life, while knowledge takes away their power to
control unduly and frees that person, group or nation.
C) We urge every entity upon earth to adopt this
yardstick and apply it to their own acts of life. The
Synthesis Foundation will make a wide dissemination
of this definition, for the axiom that the truth will make
us free certainly applies. When each one of us knows
who or what to support, and who or what not to
support, the material way of life will cease to control
our political, economic and religious life. Bless us
all. Let it be so.

Final note from the author scribe...
If you enjoyed this book--or other books of mine-please encourage your loved ones, friends and
associates to obtain and read them....
I suggest that you obtain my own "Autobiography of
An IMMORTAL"...or any of my current 9 eBooks-soon to be 20...or more--of my own Russ Michael
eBbooks.
Enquire now or later
at: www.TheSecretIsNoSecretAnymore.com
Or at my personal email
address: RussMichaelEbooks@Gmail.com
You can soon listen to my 3 minute podcast, read
my brief bio or surf through the "Table of Content"
pages of my many obtainable Ebooks....
You may--via my above email address--also
subscribe to my FREE spiritual daily email Michael
Worldwide Newsletter It is totally free...just ask.
Bless your heart. Bless us all. We are all
blessed. In gratitude. I Am--Russ Michael
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Contact this author, Russ Michael, at:
russmichaelebooks@gmail.com
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